John McDermott

Director of Business
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Student Information:
Legal: John Henry McDermott
Year: Sophomore
Major: Accounting
Minor: International Business
E-mail: jmcderm3@kent.edu
Number of semesters lived on Kent State campus: 4
1st semester – Prentice
2nd semester – Prentice
3rd semester – Leebrick
4th semester – Leebrick
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Mission:
Rain or shine…
...Undeniably Kent State
It is an absolute pleasure and honor to
have served on the Kent Interhall council
(KIC) executive board for past 2 years. I
have fallen in love with an organization
that is dedicated to enhancing the lives
of on-campus students. During my time, I
have seen what makes this organization
successful. I hope to take this applied
knowledge and grow this organization to
reach its full potential. Understanding
the finances of KIC impacts every
position on the executive board. I plan
to take my experience on KIC to record
financials accurately and demonstrate
transparent commutation among the members
of KIC.
John McDermott
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Leadership Experience:
Director of Programing (Summer 2017 – Current)
Lead discussions during programing board that
brainstormed ideas KIC’s large-scale programs
Planned and implemented programs for on-campus
residents including the highest attended event in KIC
history, the 2017 Sex Week Drag Show
Worked closely with many pro staff and
campus departments to bring more
collaboration into KIC’s programming

Vice President of Business Operations
Delta Sigma Pi – Business Fraternity (Fall 2017 –
Current)
Directly managed the longest running fundraiser in
KSU/DSP history
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Prepared daily cash deposits of $250 and analyzed
sales of $30,000/year
Peer Leadership Training Course (Spring 2017)
Increased knowledge of on campus resources
Practiced effective listening and communication skills
by working closely with other students
KIC Representative at Large (Fall 2016 – Spring
2017)
Organized and facilitated
regular meetings to
accomplish tasks related to
events being planed
Encouraged hall council reps
to engage and speak for the
residents in their hall
Planned at least one major event per
semester
Assisted fellow executive board
members with programs and activities
to guarantee the general health of KIC
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New Brother President
Delta Sigma Pi – Business Fraternity (Fall 2016)
Stayed up-to-date and informed about fraternal events
to help new brothers have an easier time adjusting
Lead weekly group discussions to encourage all
pledges to finish the requirements to become a brother
Provided encouragement to pledges who may have had
a difficult time fulfilling requirements
Helped plan and organize professional development
events
Prentice Hall KIC Representative (Fall 2016)
Relayed information to my hall
Encouraged hall residents to get involved
“Key Leader” leadership camp (Fall 2015)
Developed a style of leadership focused on the putting
people first – Servant Leadership. Learned to advocate for
the view of those not heard
Learned to become a support steam of a group rather than
making all decisions myself, which allowed to become
more focused student
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Volunteer Experience:
Delta Sigma Pi (Various dates, since fall 2016)
Events included volunteering at elementary schools, Relay
for Life, Akron Food Bank,
trash collections and more!

Cleveland Metroparks
Volunteer (summer 2015Summer 2017 [Summers Only])
Worked different events such as “healthy people, healthy
planet” and “Tail-side Hikes”
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Work Experience:
Marc’s Supervisor/Cash Office Associate (2014Current)
Prepared cash deposits each day of about
$20,000
Counted cashier drawers to determine the
over/short report
Ordered office supplies
Supervised up to 15 cashiers per shift.

Textbook Painting Project manager (summers
2013-2015)
Painted exteriors of homes in all varying climate
Managed a paint crew of 7 to
complete over a dozen projects
Wrote and negotiated customer
contracts
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Awards/Recognition
Bronze Pin
Dean’s List
Nominee for Student of the Year
Kiwanis Scholarship Recipient
Rotary Club Scholarship Recipient
Lakewood Foundation Scholarship Recipient
Lakewood Alumni Scholarship Recipient
College Now Scholarship Recipient

Questions:
a. The positional duties and how you would
accomplish them.
Director of Business serves as the backbone of
KIC. Kent Interhall Council relies heavily of the DBO
to reconcile budgets, serve as a resource for hall
councils, the recording and distributing of minutes,
fundraising, and other financial operations. In order to
accomplish the duties of this position I plan on meeting
regularly with the Allie in finance to ensure all
operations are being recorded properly. I would like to
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simplify the expense form in order to get more accurate
records of the spending done by the executive board.
b. Your goals for the position and plans to
achieve them.
I have a few goals for this position. I would like to provide
better feedback on spending done by the exec board. After our
initial budget is passed, KIC does not go back and review those
estimations. I plan to follow up with those estimations and
provide each board member with a percent difference from their
estimation. All in all, this will help KIC budget in the future
because each position will be able to see the actual cost next to
their predictions. Another goal of mine is to strengthen KIC’s
fundraising. I plan on doing this by implementing a fundraising
program that we were unable to complete this year. I would like
to begin the sale of flower grams to students on campus and
distributing them to the halls. My last goal is to better provide
minutes and information to the member of hall council. I plan on
doing this by working with the Director of Marketing to produce
a newsletter with headlines from the minutes and the upcoming
events. This newsletter would be sent out to member on a
weekly basis.

b. Explain how you will benefit from this position
and how the organization with benefit from having
you in this role.
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I hope to continue bringing energy and enthusiasm
to this organization. I want to continue to push KIC to
the arch of its potential. I know that this organization
can reach many more students, and I hope to lessen the
gap in student disengagement. I already have the skill
set required to plan and execute financial operations
because of my experience as Director of Programming
and professional experience.
I hope to take in more leadership skills as this role
possesses much more monetary responsibility. I also
hope to become a better communicator by working
with new and different individuals. I hope to better my
excel skills and further my connections with finance
and accounting pro staff on campus. I would also like
to gain experience related to my major in order to gain
employment after graduation. In addition, I would like
to better my public speaking skills by delivering
reports each week and maintain Roberts’s rules of
order when necessary.
c. Why did you choose Kent State University?
I felt Kent was the perfect size for me, and offers
students an unbelievable amount of opportunities to
discover new things and grow as a person. Kent is
welcoming and accepts a wide range of students, so
other students can meet and learn from each other
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regardless of their background. When I first visited, I
immediately felt welcomed on campus and knew it was
the place I was meant to be. Kent State University is
committed to student success and I am honored to be in
a place where people are so invested in my success.
d. Why do you think getting involved on campus is
important?
Getting involved on campus helps you meet people
who can help you throughout your collegiate career. It
also helps you make connections and lifelong friends.
It makes you think in different ways so your problemsolving skills are enhanced. Getting involved helps you
learn to love the place where you learn, and that is a
powerful thing. It allows you to make so many
connections and memories that will last a lifetime.
These connections and interactions build a set of skills
that prepare individuals for the diverse and everchanging world.
e. What do you consider one of your leadership
strengths?
I believe my use of servant leadership is one of my
strengths. Servant leaders act as support and a resource
to followers. They are always open to suggestion and
comment. Instead of followers supporting the leader’s
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decisions, the leader helps guide the members and
other leaders to their own decision. I believe a good
leader allows other leaders to work collaboratively to
achieve goals, and this is precisely how I perceive
KIC’s operations.

Thank you for your
consideration!
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